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BEYOND THE RAINY DAYS  
 

The smallest half-conscious acts are transformed into momentous political decisions with global 

impact beyond the rainy days.  

Futurism drove us forwards with ideas of impossible technologies that today seem detached 

from our most urgent needs. 

Liam Hodges presents primitive and ritualistic approaches to design, somewhere between 

yesterday and tomorrow. An approach born from the idea that in the present, TRUE luxury is the 

ability to educate and offer a route to future halcyon days beyond the current looping demonic 

anthropocene in which we feel trapped with archaic ideas of value.  

It’s no longer a luxury for anyone else to suffer for your dopamine hit. TREAT YASELF! -but treat 

others equal. 

To wish impossible things is the sideways glance of another path of creation, working 

backwards from loved, well-worn garments destined to be born again. Unhurried development 

gives conceptual blends and dilated silhouettes the space to breathe as industrialised 

processes are harnessed to create couture garments that will only ever be original first editions 

awaiting the customisation of life. 

As society reaches the end of this rainy day; expostulating with fury at the liberties taken to 

date, something has to change, this here is an earnest attempt to step forward into the sun. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

KEY STOCKIST LIST 

 

BROWNS - LONDON  

END - LONDON  

WILDSTYLE - LOS ANGELES  

GR8 - TOKYO  

SSENSE - ONLINE / MONTREAL  

 

 

BIOGRAPHY 

 

Liam Hodges is a luxury streetwear brand for those who forsake conformity each and every day. Founded 

by Liam Hodges in 2013, the eponymous brand is built on the concept of serving a generation born online 

in their own definition of the aspirational and successful; a generation empowered by knowledge and self-

awareness in a virtual contemporary narrative. Based out of Silvertown, London, signature Liam Hodges 

fuses influences from modern subcultures and postmodernism with innovative streetwear designs that 

combine patch-working with wide silhouettes and a strong graphic language. 

British born, London based designer Liam Hodges began his career at London’s Royal College of Art 

under the tutelage of seminal stylist Simon Foxton. Debuting for Fashion East in 2014, Liam quickly 

gained notoriety for his signature rugged workwear and playful sportswear as well as gaining sponsorship 

from the prestigious TOPMAN backed MAN for three seasons, and then followed by The British Fashion 

Council through its NEWGEN scheme. 

  


